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ABSTRACT: 

Small wind turbines (SWTs) are recently getting attention and posing engineering and technological problems for 

implementation. Although the cost of SWTs has been significantly reduced but the cost of the system is still not affordable for rural 

population. While the cost includes blade material, hub, gearbox, yaw control mechanism, link rod, type of generator, supporting 

structure, system design, manufacturing process, transportation and its maintenance. A Small Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (SVAWT) 

machine has been designed and manufactured with more affordable and easy manufacturing process with the engineering facilities 

easily available at the sub-district level in India. In the new design, gearbox and yaw control mechanisms have been eliminated. The 

three bladed NACA 0015 blade profile with chord length of 101.5mm and height of 1000mm made of curry neem (Murraya Koenigii) 

has been manufactured. The link rod is 500mm in length made of curry neem. The conventional three bearing hub is replaced by a 

single bicycle hub. The generator is Permanent Magnet axial flux having 23 gauge wires with N48 grade magnets in rotor. All the 

static and dynamic load of the machine is supported on the stator of the generator which is made of resin and supported by four 

grounded bolts. Comparison has been made between the conventional and the new design. Different problems faced during the 

manufacturing also discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The increasing demand of the clean and affordable energy all over the world lead to increasing demands of Small Wind 

Turbines (SWTs). With the installed units of 5, 70, 000 Nos China has the largest market of SWTs in the world at the end of 2012, 

followed by USA (1, 55,000 units) and UK (23,500 units) respectively (Small Wind World Report, 2014). Large wind turbines have 

very high cut-in speed (4 m/s – 8m/s) and rated speed (10m/s – 14m/s). Due to low cut-in (1.5m/s – 4m/s) and rated speed (4ms – 

10m/s) the area and applications of SWTs become vast. Today, common applications of SWTs are residential rooftop (rural and 

urban), commercial and industrial, hybrid systems, portable system for leisure, remote monitoring, telecom based stations, etc. 

 Number of SWTs installed in India are very less. The main reasons are cost of the technology, policies and consumer 

awareness. In this research an attempt has been made to make it cost affordable and reduce complexity in manufacturing processes. It 

can be manufactured with the engineering facilities easily available at the sub-district level in India. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Table.1. Blade and Link Rod Specification Figure.1.New design Installed at University of Kota 

Blade profile NACA 0015 

Number of Blades 3 Numbers 

Chord Length 101.5 mm 

Blade material Curry Neem 

Link rod 500 mm 

Radius 500 mm 

Length of blade 1000 mm 
 

 

Kota NACA 0012 has low torque and high tip speed while NACA 0018 has vice-versa, so NACA 0015 is found optimum for 

the low wind speed region (Travis J. Carrigan et. al., 2012). The blade of the SVAWT used is NACA 0015 is in aerodynamic profile 

with 1000mm height (Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al., 2014). As the chord length increases the tip speed decreases. 101.5mm chord length is 

taken for the experimental setup (Shengmao Li et. al., 2010). The blade and the link rod are made up of curry neem (Murraya 

Koenigii). A small wooden piece job having NACA 0015 is given to the carpenter. The blade is manufactured by local carpenter and 

is almost in its aerodynamic profile. Each blade is grooved from its 500mm (mid) length to insert link rod, which connects it with the 

hub. It is found that single blade and two blade systems unable to self-start while the four bladed system has high initial torque due to 

the weight of the blades. Hence a three bladed system is chosen for the experimental setup (Ahmadi-Baloutaki et al., 2014). 

Rotor and Hub Assembly: Bicycle rear wheel axle is used as a Rotor and Hub assembly in the SVAWT. The Hub is strong enough 

to withstand 200kg weight radially which makes it suitable for VAWT to produce less than 1kW. The manufacturing cost of the 

conventional rotor (along with two 6000zz bearings) and the newly designed Rotor Hub assembly is ₹  700 and ₹  50 (all cost 

included) respectively. The conventional and the new design have a height of 130mm and 181mm respectively. 
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Figure.2. (a).Parts of Bicycle rear wheel (rotor and Hub assembly), (b). Cast Iron Rotor 

Generator: In the new design an Axial flux Permanent Magnets (PMs) Generator has been used. 

Rotor: Two rotors have been manufactured, one is made up of cast Iron (CI) and another is prepared from Mild Steel (MS), having 

220mm and 232mm diameter, 1.5mm and 4mm in width respectively. The upper part of the rotor supports link rod and lower part is 

having 14 NdFeB permanent Rare Earth Neodymium magnets with N 48 grades having nickel coating on the surface. The dimension 

of the each magnet is 20mm x 10mm x 10mm that creates change in flux in the coils.  

Stator: The stator is having 12 coils with 3 phase star connection having 23 gauge wires. Each having wedge shape coils. All the 

static and dynamic loads of the machine is directly and indirectly supported on the stator which is made from resin material.  The 

Isophthalic Resin (32-01) – Blue (pigment resin) having 1.5%W/V cobalt, 1.5%W/V Catalyst (Hardner), Silica Powder and CSM 

450E. Fast drying insulating varnish is used in the windings. 

Supporting structure: Four bolts are used as a supporting structure; one end of that is attached to the stator another end is grounded. 

Remaining base structure is built from cement concrete (Mats Wahl, 2007).  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Comparison Between Conventional Design And New Design: In the new design the blades are simply manufactured and have 

almost uniform NACA 0015. The conventional blade is manufactured by fibre glass and the newly designed blade is from Curry 

Neem. The conventional Hub has two to three bearings; one of them is taper bearing. It is eliminated in the newly designed setup. 

Instead of radial flux generator in the conventional design, axial flux PM generator has been used in the new design of SVAWT. In 

the conventional design steel casing is used, which is bolted with the lattice tower or guy rope. In the new design four bolted system is 

used which grounded to the base structure. 

 
Figure.3.(a). Conventional Hub having two 6000zz bearing along with Mild Steel Rotor, (b) Conventional Hub with MS rotor 

tested at University of Kota, Kota. 

DISCUSSION 

The curry neem blades are light in weight but very much effected by the water. It becomes very heavy due to contact with 

water. Lamination should be used to avoid this issue.  

The link rod made from same material is not found satisfactory; it deflects in its shape due to the static and dynamic load of 

the blades. Aluminium link rod is hinted for future experiment. The new Bicycle hub is found satisfactory and working properly and 

have cut-in speed of 2.1m/s as compared to 1.7m/s of the conventional designed hub.  

The cast Iron rotor for generator is not found satisfactory because of two reasons, the thickness of the stator is very less, thus 

not having enough strength to support link rod. Secondly due to its thickness, it is wobbling during the rotation. If the thickness is 
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increased, weight of the rotor prohibitively heavy. Between CI rotor and MS rotor, MS rotor is working satisfactorily and found to be 

good. Resin generator (stator) having enough strength can support the rotor to work satisfactorily. 
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